Soccer Champions Coaches' Clinics
Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach Willie McNab

Session date

23 Feb 2019

Team/Age Group

U16s
Time available

Theme

The Incision Zone

60mins

NOTES
Set up: Area set up 40/48 yards long and 32 yards wide. (20/24 yards per zone). Mannequins
across the middle area 11 yards apart. Players in pinnies and with a ball between 2.
Click to insert session diagram

Instruction: Players will pass and move within the marked out area with the main focus on
incision either by: Dribble, Pass, Run, or Recycled run.
Coaching Points: Incision: 1. Scan before receiving. 2. Timing of run, run offside if you have to. 3.
Influence the game without touching the ball. 4. Type of pass, through pass or over the press.
5. Create movements.
Set up: 30 yards in length and 40 yards in width. 4 mannequins evenly spread across the width of
the passing area. Players evenly split at groups as shown with balls at the top groups.
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Instructions: The first players pass to the players at the opposite end. The receiving player then
takes their touch to the side. This triggers the movement of the wide player. The player in
possession must then pass to the player making the run. The players follow their pass and the
routine continues. Types of movement include: 1. Run in behind. 2. Run across then in. 3. Drop
into the ‘hole’ – turn and dribble
Coaching Points: 1. Manipulate the ball where you want it to go. 2. Multiple/constant incision
runs. 3. Decision on the ball, is team mate offside? 4. Movement from the wide player, quick
movements. 5. Disguise from player in possession. 6. Read the game, don’t watch it!
Set up:
Area set up 40/48 yards long and 32 yards wide. (20/24 yards per zone). Mannequins across the
middle area 11 yards apart. 4 neutral players are placed around the outside of the playing area, 2
at the sides and 1 at each end. Supply of footballs at the side with the coach. 5v5 in the main
playing area.
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Instructions:
Play 5v5 in the main playing area and the team in possession uses the neutral players to make it a
9v5. The aim is to keep possession before making an incision run/pass/dribble into the other area
before passing to the top neutral player. Once this happens ALL player must transition across and
the team in possession aims to repeat.

Set Up:
Main playing area of 40x60 yards and 2 end zones of 20 yards. Mannequins across each end line
and GK in goals with soccer balls.
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Instructions:
Play 7v7 in the main playing area and to score you must play in a runner into the end zone to
finish on goal. Offsides count and to begin with 1 player can go in unopposed to finish and then
build this up to 2 players attacking with 1 defender allowed to track back.
Coaching Points:
Allow players to play but reinforce points worked on within session.
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